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ABSTRACT 

An IEEE 802.16j mobile WiMAX relay network is a next-generation mobile 
wireless broadband network. Compared with IEEE 802.16e, which also supports 
mobility, IEEE 802.16j introduces relay stations to the network to help relay packets 
between the base station and a mobile station. When a mobile station is shadowed by a 
building and thus has a bad-quality channel to the base station, such a relay design can 
help it achieve a higher throughput from/to the base station. 

Since IEEE 802.16j is a new standard and no such products are available yet in the 
market for researchers to evaluate its performances, developing a network simulator that 
supports IEEE 802.16j network simulations is very valuable. In this chapter, we present 
how we extend NCTUns, a network simulator and emulator that directly uses real-life 
TCP/IP protocol stack and applications to generate accurate simulation results, to support 
IEEE 802.16j network simulations. NCTUns supports the two relay modes defined in 
IEEE 802.16j: the transparent mode and non-transparent mode. More information about 
NCTUns is available at http://NSL.csie.nctu.edu.tw/nctuns.html. 

1. INTRODUCTION TO IEEE 802.16J MULTI-HOP RELAY NETWORKS 

IEEE 802.16j [1][2], which is an amendment to IEEE 802.16e-2005, is the standard for 
IEEE 802.16j mobile relay networks. It is fully compatible with IEEE 802.16e MSs (Mobile 
Station) but the IEEE 802.16e BS (Base Station) needs to be modified to support relay 
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operations. In such a system, a cell is composed of one MR-BS (Multi-hop Relay Base 
Station), several RSs (Relay Station), and several MSs.  

Two different modes of resource allocation and scheduling are specified in the standard 
for MSs. They are (1) the centralized scheduling mode and (2) the distributed scheduling 
mode. In the former mode, the bandwidth/resource allocation for all nodes (including both 
RSs and MSs) is determined at the MR-BS. In the latter mode, a part of the 
bandwidth/resource allocation for RSs and MSs is determined at RSs while another part is 
determined at the MR-BS.    

Two different relay modes are defined in the IEEE 802.16j standard: the transparent 
mode and the non-transparent mode. Table 1 lists the differences between these two modes.   

Table 1. Comparisons between the transparent and non-transparent relay mode 

 Transparent Mode Non-transparent Mode 
Scheduling Centralized Centralized / Distributed 
Number of hops 2 2 or more 
Performance High Low 
Coverage extension No Yes 
Cost / Complexity Low High 
Forward framing info. No Yes 

 

Figure 1.1. The frame structure used in the transparent relay mode 
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Transparent Mode 

A transparent mode RS (T-RS) does not forward framing information but simply 
forwards data for the MR-BS and its MSs. For this reason, it does not extend the coverage of 
the MR-BS. In this mode the path between the MR-BS and an MS is at most two hops. That 
is, at most one T-RS can participate in relaying packets between the MR-BS and an MS. Due 
to this simple design, this mode has a lower complexity. The main objective of deploying T-
RSs in the network is to increase network capacity within the MR-BS coverage rather than 
increasing the coverage of the MR-BS. 

The frame structure used in the transparent mode is shown in Figure 1.1. Both the 
downlink subframe and the uplink subframe are divided into two zones --- the access zone 
and the relay zone. The DL access zone is defined for the MR-BS to communicate with MSs 
or T-RSs. The DL relay zone, which is called the transparent zone in the standard, is defined 
for T-RSs to communicate with MSs. When MSs communicate with the MR-BS through T-
RSs in the upstream direction, they transmit data in the UL access zone and then the T-RSs 
relay their data to the MR-BS in the UL relay zone.  

Non-Transparent Mode 

The main difference between a T-RS and a non-transparent mode RS (NT-RS) is that a 
NT-RS transmits the framing information at the beginning of a frame while a T-RS does not. 
In this mode when an MS is out of range of the MR-BS and thus cannot receive the downlink 
information from the MR-BS, a NT-RS should play the role as the MR-BS to forward the 
downlink information sent from the MR-BS to the MS. The main objective of using NT-RSs 
is to extend the coverage of the MR-BS rather than increasing network capacity. When 
scheduling bandwidth, a NT-RS can either operate in the centralized scheduling mode or in 
the distributed scheduling mode. In the former mode, the resource allocations for all nodes in 
the network are scheduled at the MR-BS. In the latter mode, NT-RSs can make their own 
scheduling decisions for the MSs associated with them. Due to this design, an IEEE 802.16j 
non-transparent mode network can have one or more NT-RSs participating in relaying 
packets on the path between the MR-BS and an MS.  

The frame structure used in this mode is shown in Figure 1.2. Both the MR-BS and the 
NT-RS transmit control messages and map information at the beginning of a frame. By this 
design, an MS can view a NT-RS as the MR-BS and synchronize to it. However, this design 
causes a problem that NT-RSs and the MR-BS will transmit their messages at the same time, 
which will cause message collisions. The DL relay zone is defined for the MR-BS to 
communicate with NT-RSs, and hence the MS should be idle in the DL relay zone. This 
frame structure has a problem that when more than one NT-RSs relay packets on the path 
between the MR-BS and an MS, since the state of the relay zone can only be in one of the 
transmit (Tx), receive (Rx) or idle state, and the NT-RS must be in the receive state in the DL 
relay zone, a NT-RS cannot communicate with another NT-RS in the DL relay zone. For this 
problem, there are two methods to solve it. The first method is to group multiple frames 
together into a multi-frame with a repeating pattern to schedule in which frame of the group a 
NT-RS should transmit, receive or idle in the relay zone of that frame. This is called the 
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multi-frame approach. The other method is called the single-frame approach, which further 
splits a relay zone into multiple sub-relay zones and alternates the state of the sub-relay zone 
according to the hop counts from the MR-BS to an MS.   

 

Figure 1.2. The frame structure used in the non-transparent relay mode 

 

Figure 2 (a). A single-hop TCP/IP network to be simulated. (b) By using tunnel interfaces, only the two 
links need to be simulated. The complicated TCP/IP protocol stack need not be simulated. Instead, the 
real-life TCP/IP protocol stack in the kernel is directly used in the simulation 
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2. INTRODUCTION TO NCTUNS  

NCTUns [3][4][5][6] is a powerful tool for simulations and emulations. It has two unique 
features. First, it uses the real-life TCP/IP (or UDP/IP) protocol stack in the Linux kernel to 
conduct simulations and emulations. Second, it can run up any real-life application programs 
on simulated nodes during simulation to generate realistic network traffic in simulations. 
These capabilities enable NCTUns to generate high-fidelity simulation results and evaluate 
the performances of real-life applications under various network conditions. 

2.1. Simulation Methodology 

NCTUns utilizes the kernel re-entering methodology to directly use the real-life TCP/IP 
protocol stack in the Linux kernel to simulate an IP network. The key facility in the kernel re-
entering methodology is the tunnel interface. A tunnel interface is a pseudo network interface 
that does not have a real physical network attached to it. However, from the kernel’s point of 
view, this pseudo network interface's functionality is exactly the same as that of a normal 
network interface (e.g., an Ethernet interface). That is, a network application program can 
send out its packets to its destination host through a tunnel network interface or receive 
packets from a tunnel network interface, just as if these packets were sent to or received from 
a normal Ethernet interface.  

Figure 2(a) illustrates how to simulate the one-hop TCP/IP network by using tunnel 
network interfaces. A TCP sender application program running on host 1 is sending its TCP 
packets to a TCP receiver application program running on host 2. One can set up the virtual 
simulated network by performing the following two operations. First, one configures the 
kernel routing table of the simulation machine so that tunnel network interface 1 is chosen as 
the outgoing interface for the TCP packets sent from host 1 to host 2 and tunnel network 
interface 2 is chosen for the TCP packets sent from host 2 to host 1. Second, for the two links 
to be simulated, one runs a simulation engine process to simulate them. For the link from host 
i to host j (i = 1 or 2 and j = 3 - i), the simulation engine opens tunnel network interface i’s 
and j’s special files in /dev and then executes an endless loop until the total simulated time 
has elapsed. In each step of this loop, it simulates a packet’s transmission on the link from 
host i to host j by reading a packet from the special file of tunnel interface i, waiting for the 
link’s propagation delay time plus the packet’s transmission time on the link (in virtual time) 
to elapse, and then writing this packet to the special file of tunnel interface j. 

While the simulation engine is running, the virtual simulated network is constructed and 
alive. Figure 2(b) depicts this simulation scheme. Since replacing a real link with a simulated 
link happens outside the kernel, the kernels on both hosts do not know that their packets 
actually are exchanged on a virtual simulated network. The TCP sender and receiver 
programs, which run on top of the kernels, of course do not know the fact, either. As a result, 
all existing real-life network application programs can run on the simulated network, all 
existing real-life network utility programs can work on the simulated network, and the 
TCP/IP network protocol stack used in the simulation is the real-life working implementation, 
not just an abstract or a ported version of it. Note that the kernels on the sending and 
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receiving hosts are the same one --- the kernel of the simulation machine. This is why this 
simulation methodology is named “kernel re-entering methodology.” 

In the above, we present the initial design and implementation of the kernel re-entering 
methodology. Nowadays, NCTUns uses more advanced and efficient design and 
implementation for this methodology. The details of these advanced design and 
implementation can be found in [5]. 

2.2. The Architecture of NCTUns 

NCTUns uses a distributed architecture to support remote simulations and concurrent 
simulations. The GUI (Graphical User Interface) program and simulation engine program are 
separately implemented and use the client-server paradigm to communicate. A remote user 
using the GUI environment can remotely submit his or her simulation job to a server running 
the simulation engine. The server will run the submitted simulation job and later return the 
results back to the remote GUI environment for analyses. This scheme can easily support 
multiple simulation jobs that run concurrently on different servers.  

Functionally, we can divide NCTUns into six components described below. 

I. Graphical user interface (GUI) 
The GUI is a highly-integrated environment that enables a user to edit a network 

topology, configure the protocol modules of a network node, set the parameter values for a 
protocol module, specify network traffic, plot performance curves, playback animations of 
logged packet transfers, etc. During a simulation, the user can query or set an object’s value at 
any time. For example, one can set the routing table of a router duration simulation. 

The GUI uses Internet TCP/IP sockets to communicate with other components. One can 
use it to submit a simulation job to a remote simulation machine for execution, and the 
simulation results will be transferred back to the GUI when the simulation is finished. 

II. Simulation engine (S.E.) 
The Simulation Engine (S.E) is the core of NCTUns. It is a user-level program that 

provides a module-based platform for users to develop their protocols and integrate them into 
the NCTUns simulator. Besides, important services like simulation clock maintenance, timer 
management, event scheduling, variable registrations are all handled in the simulation engine.   

III. Dispatcher 
The dispatcher program supports concurrent simulations on multiple simulation 

machines. It should be executed and remain alive to manage multiple simulation machines. 
When a user submits a simulation job to the dispatcher, the dispatcher will select an available 
simulation machine to execute this job. If no machine is available, the submitted job can be 
queued and managed by the dispatcher as a background job. Later on, when a simulation 
machine becomes available, the dispatcher will automatically send a background job to it for 
execution on behalf of the user. 
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IV. Coordinator 
Every simulation machine has a coordinator program to communicate with the GUI and 

the dispatcher. The coordinator is responsible for the following tasks: 
1. Forking a simulation engine process to perform a simulation. 
 When the coordinator receives a simulation job from the job dispatcher, it forks 

(executes) a simulation engine process to simulate the specified network and 
protocols. The forked simulation server process will kill itself when its simulation is 
finished. 

 
2. Reporting the status of the simulation machine to the dispatcher. 
 The coordinator informs the dispatcher whether this machine is currently busy in 

running a simulation or not. When executed, it first registers itself with the dispatcher 
to join the dispatcher’s simulation machine farm. Later on, when its status (idle or 
busy) changes, it notifies the dispatcher of the new status. Based on the machine 
status information, the dispatcher can choose an available machine from its machine 
farm to service a job. 

 
3. Communicating with the GUI and dispatcher. 
 The simulation engine process periodically sends the current simulation time of the 

simulated network to the coordinator. The coordinator then forwards this information 
to GUI to inform the GUI user of the simulation progress. During simulation, the 
user can also on-line set or retrieve an object’s value (e.g., to query or set a switch’s 
switch table). Message exchanges between the simulation engine process and the 
GUI program are performed via the coordinator. 

V. Real-life application program 
Any real-life application programs can be run up to generate realistic network traffic, 

configure networks, monitor network traffic, etc. For example, in NCTUns, the tcpdump 
program can be run up on a simulated node to capture packets flowing over a link and the 
traceroute program can be run up on a simulated node to find out the routing path traversed 
by a packet. 

VI. Kernel patches 
NCTUns uses the real-life network protocol stack in the Linux kernel to simulate 

transport-layer and network-layer protocols such as TCP, UDP, and IP. Very minor 
modifications to Linux kernel timers are made so that the timers used by the protocol stack in 
the kernel for simulated nodes can advance their times based on the simulation clock (which 
is controlled by NCTUns) rather than the real-world clock. 

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF IEEE 802.16J TRANSPARENT 

MODE NETWORKS OVER NCTUNS 

In this section, we present the NCTUns module-based platform and present the design 
and implementation of IEEE 802.16j transparent mode networks over NCTUns.  
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Figure 3.1. The NCTUns module-based platform. 

3.1. Module-Based Platform 

NCTUns provides a module-based platform. A module corresponds to a layer of a 
protocol stack. By this platform, one can easily insert his/her new module into NCTUns and 
replace the default module with his/her new module in the protocol stack.  

 

Figure 3.2.1. The supported IEEE 802.16j transparent mode network topology in NCTUns 
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Figure 3.1 shows an example of protocol module combinations in NCTUns and illustrates 
how a packet traverses the modules from Host1 to Host2. In this case, two hosts are 
connected via a switch. Each host node has an IEEE 802.3 interface. Its protocol stack is 
composed of an Interface module, an ARP module, a FIFO module, an 802.3 module, a PHY 
module, and a LINK module in sequence from the top to the bottom. In the module-based 
platform, NCTUns chains all modules in a node together to form a stream. The downstream is 
used to simulate a node’s packet transmissions and the upstream is used to simulate a node’s 
packet receptions. One sees that a packet is sent by a module to its next module by calling the 
send() function. For a module to receive a packet from its previous module, it calls the recv() 
function. 

For a packet reception at a node, the protocol processing starts at the layer-1 protocol. 
The LINK module is created for specifying the connectivity of among nodes in a simulated 
network. The PHY module is the first module to process incoming packets. The Interface 
module is the final module to process an incoming packet before this packet enters the kernel 
for IP and higher-layer protocol simulations.  

3.2. Supported IEEE 802.16j Transparent Mode Network 
Topologies in NCTUns 

To support IEEE 802.16j transparent mode in NCTUns, we add three types of nodes to 
NCTUns. They are (1) the Transparent Mobile Relay Base Station (TMR-BS), (2) 
Transparent- Relay Station (T-RS), and (3) Transparent-Mobile Station (T-MS). A TMR-BS 
plays the same role as the base station in a conventional WiMAX PMP network. It is the 
central controller in the network to allocate link bandwidth for the T-RSs and T-MSs that it 
manages. On the other hand, a T-RS simply forwards incoming data for its subordinate T-
MSs and leaves the scheduling of these data to the TMR-BS. A T-MS, which is fully 
compatible with IEEE 802.16e network, can work normally without any modifications.  

Figure 3.2.1 shows the topology of IEEE 802.16j transparent mode network that is 
supported in NCTUns. The TMR-BS provides services through a wired backhaul network and 
therefore it has two interfaces --- one for the wired network and the other for wireless 
communications with T-RS and T-MS. On the other hand, both the T-RS and the T-MS have 
only one interface, which is a wireless interface to communicate with the TMR-BS. When a 
T-MS wants to join the IEEE 802.16j transparent mode network, the TMR-BS is responsible 
for choosing an access station for the T-MS. The access station can be a TMR-BS or a T-RS. 
One can use a T-RS as the access station to make Line-Of-Sight transmission (shown in 
Figure 3.2.2) possible both between the TMR-BS and the T-RS and between the T-RS and the 
T-MS. 
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Figure 3.2.2. NLOS transmission and LOS transmission 

3.3. Protocol Stacks of IEEE 802.16j Transparent Mode Networks in 
NCTUns 

Here we present the protocol stacks of the TMR-BS node, the T-RS node, and the T-MS 
node in NCTUns. We also present the relationship between them and how they can connect 
with each other. Their protocol stacks are shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3. The protocol stacks of the nodes used in IEEE 802.16j transparent mode networks 
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3.3.1. IEEE 802.16j TMR-BS Node 
The TMR-BS provides services for T-MSs and connects with a backbone network. It has 

two interfaces. One is an IEEE 802.3 Ethernet interface for connecting with the backbone 
network and the other is an IEEE 802.16j radio interface for communicating with T-RSs and 
T-MSs. Its IEEE 802.3 Ethernet interface must have enough bandwidth to support the entire 
IEEE 802.16j network. This IEEE 802.3 Ethernet interface uses the IEEE 802.3 protocol 
stack, which is composed of the Interface, ARP, FIFO, MAC8023, and PHY modules. The 
IEEE 802.16 radio interface needs to work in accordance with the IEEE 802.16j standard. In 
NCTUns implementation, an IEEE 802.16j interface has the following modules: an Interface 
module, an MAC802_16J_PMPBS module, an OFDMA_PMPBS_MR module, a CM 
module, and a LINK module. 

The main modules in the protocol stack of the TMR-BS are the MAC802_16J_PMPBS 
module and the OFDMA_PMPBS_MR module. The MAC802_16J_PMPBS module 
performs the functions of the MAC layer of a TMR-BS and the OFDMA_PMPBS_MR 
module performs the physical-layer functions, which use the OFDMA technology. The 
Channel Model (CM) module simulates various channel conditions such as signal power 
attenuation, shadowing, and multi-path fading effects. 

3.3.2. IEEE 802.16j T-RS Node 
The protocol stack of a T-RS is very similar to that of a T-MS because it acts as a T-MS 

from the TMR-BS’s point of view. Because a T-RS does not transmit framing messages such 
as preamble and DL-MAP, T-MSs will not notice the existence of a T-RS. This is the reason 
why a T-RS is called a “transparent” RS.  

The T-RS has only one interface – an IEEE 802.16j wireless interface, which is used to 
communicate with the TMR-BS and T-MS. The protocol stack of a T-RS is composed of an 
Interface module, an MAC802_16J_PMPRS module, an OFDMA_PMPRS_MR module, a 
CM module, and a Link module. The MAC802_16J_PMPRS module performs the functions 
of the MAC layer of a T-RS, which include exchanging the messages and relaying the data 
between a TMR-BS and a T-RS. The OFDMA_PMPRS_MR module performs the physical-
layer function. It encodes and decodes the data transferred to TMR-BS and T-MS. Similarly, 
the Channel Model (CM) module is added into the protocol stack of a TMR-RS to simulate 
various channel conditions. 

3.3.3. IEEE 802.16j T-MS Node 
The T-MS has one interface, which is an IEEE 802.16j wireless interface, to 

communicate with the TMR-BS and T-RS. The protocol stack of the T-MS is composed of an 
Interface module, an MAC802_16J_PMPMS module, an OFDMA_PMPMS_MR module, a 
CM module, and a Link module. The MAC802_16J_PMPMS module performs the functions 
of the MAC layer of a T-MS. These functions include receiving/transmitting messages 
from/to its TMR-BS and T-RS. The OFDMA_PMPMS_MR module performs physical-layer 
functions.  
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3.4. Design of IEEE 802.16j Transparent Mode Modules 

3.4.1. MAC-layer module 
In NCTUns, the functionalities and procedures of the IEEE 802.16j MAC layer can be 

partitioned into the following parts: the initial ranging procedure, the network entry 
procedure, management message negotiation, network management, connection management, 
and packet scheduling.  

Initial ranging is the first procedure used by a T-MS to join an IEEE 802.16j transparent 
mode network. The main objective of ranging is to synchronize with the TMR-BS so that the 
T-MS can decode the received frame correctly. If this procedure succeeds, a T-MS/T-RS can 
start sending or receiving management messages. During the network entry procedure, the 
TMR-BS will assign connection identifications (CIDs) to the T-MSs and T-RSs that just 
attached themselves to it.  

After the network entry procedure is done, each T-MS or T-RS will establish three 
connections with the TMR-BS. These connections include a basic connection, a primary 
connection, and a data connection, respectively. The basic and primary connections are used 
to transfer management messages. The data connection is used to transmit data packets. The 
data packets sent from upper-layer protocols will be classified into one of these different 
connections and wait to be scheduled. 

In an IEEE 802.16j transparent mode network, a T-RS can only operate in the centralized 
scheduling mode. In this mode, the bandwidth allocation for a T-RS’s subordinate stations (T-
MSs) is determined at the TMR-BS. A T-RS only relays the data and management messages 
between the TMR-BS and a T-MS and does not perform bandwidth allocation.  

Figure 3.4.1 presents the procedure of the BS packet scheduling. As presented in Figure 
1.1, the transparent mode frame structure is divided into four zones: DL access zone, DL 
transparent zone, UL access zone, and UL relay zone, respectively. The purpose of doing the 
BS packet scheduling is to schedule packet bursts in these zones. 

3.4.2.PHY-layer module 
At the physical layer, the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) 

technique is used and the TDD frame structure is used. In NCTUns, the IEEE 802.16j 
OFDMA PHY is responsible for (1) processing the frame control header (FCH), (2) 
simulating the channel model, (3) performing channel encoding/decoding, and (4) performing 
modulations. 

 

Figure 3.4.1. The procedure of packet scheduling in the base statio 
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The FCH is generated at the physical layer and transmitted at the beginning of each 
frame. It stores the Down Link Frame Prefix (DLFP) and specifies the length of the DL-MAP 
that immediately follows the DLFP and the repetition coding used for the DL-MAP. When a 
T-RS or T-MS receives a packet from the TMR-BS, it must be able to decode the DLFP at the 
physical layer so that it knows how long the DL-MAP is. With this length information, it can 
understand the resource allocation for the frame. In NCTUns implementation, the DL-MAP is 
first generated at the MAC layer and then sent to the physical layer. Next, the DL-MAP and 
DLFP are then sent to T-RSs and T-MSs. When a T-RS or a T-MS receives the packet from 
the TMR-BS, it first decodes the DLFP and DL-MAP and then sends them to the MAC layer. 
With such information, the MAC layer will understand the resource allocation for the DL 
sub-frame. The MAC layer then sends this information back to the physical layer so that the 
physical layer can decode the remaining zones. 

Currently, NCTUns supports three types of modulations for IEEE 802.16j and they are 
QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM, respectively. The IEEE 802.16j standard allows dynamic 
selection of modulation types depending on the channel quality. This is called the Adaptive 
Modulation and Coding Scheme (AMC). By adopting this technology, the data rate can be 
increased.  

Currently, NCTUns only supports the basic coding, which is the (tail-biting) Convolution 
Code, with the coding rate of 1/2, 2/3, 3/4. The tail-biting convolution code works by 
initializing the encoder with the last 6 bits of the block so that it will not increase additional 
padding bits. The OFDMA PHY also provides repetition coding. It can be used to increase 
the correctness of data transmission. In NCTUns, the repetition code is only applied to the 
DLFP. 

4. USAGE EXAMPLES OF IEEE 802.16J TRANSPARENT MODE 

NETWORK IN NCTUNS 

In this section, we illustrate step by step how to conduct an IEEE 802.16j transparent 
mode network simulation in NCTUns. Five important tasks need to be performed for a 
simulation. They are (1) topology construction, (2) power setting, (3) channel setting, (4) QoS 
setting, and (5) mobility setting, respectively. 

Topology construction 

The first step is to specify the desired network topology in the GUI environment. As 
shown in Figure 4.1, there are several node icons on the GUI’s tool bar at the top. In this case, 
we choose to create one host (Node 1), one TMR-BS (Node 2), one T-RS (Node 3), and two 
T-MSs (Node 4 and Node 5), respectively. The TMR-BS connects with the host (on the 
backhaul network) through a wired link and it communicates with other nodes in this 
topology through an IEEE 802.16j wireless interface. 
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Figure 4.1. An example 802.16j transparent mode network topology 

 

Figure 4.2. Selecting a group of nodes to form an IP subnet 
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The GUI needs to generate an IP address for each node in the topology. To help the GUI 
know that Node 2 (MR-BS), Node 3 (T-RS), Node 4 (T-MS), and Node 5 (T-MS) are on the 
same IP subnet, we need to group them together in the GUI. We use the following steps to 
form a subnet. 

 

(1) First, we click the “Form subnet” icon ( ) on the GUI’s tool bar and then left-

click the four nodes that we want to be on the same subnet. 
(2) Then, we right-click at any blank place on the GUI to end this grouping action. A 

pop-up dialog box will appear and show the IDs of the selected nodes. Figure 4.2 
shows this dialog box. 

Power Setting 

The next step is to specify physical-layer parameter values. The GUI provides the tool 

“Specify physical-layer and channel model parameters”  for a user to specify physical-

layer attributes and the parameters of wireless channel models. It is used to specify: (1) 
physical-layer/antenna attributes, (2) channel model attributes, (3) connectivity relationships, 
and (4) antenna gain pattern and directivity. One can launch this tool by first clicking the tool 
and then clicking the node that he/she wants to configure. Figure 4.3 shows the dialog box of 
this tool. 

In part 3 of the above dialog box, one can select a mode out of two modes to display the 
connectivity relationship among nodes. One mode is “Use the transmitting node 
perspective” and the other mode is “Use the receiving node perspective.” In the former 
mode, the GUI use dash lines to shows that when the chosen node is transmitting a packet, 
which other nodes in the topology will be interfered by this transmission. On the other hand, 
in the latter mode, the GUI uses dash lines to shows that when the chosen node is receiving a 
packet, which other nodes in the topology will interfere with this packet reception if any of 
them is transmit a packet at the same time.  

If one chooses the “Use the transmitting node perspective” mode, one can specify the 
physical-layer parameter values like transmit power (dbm), antenna height (m), and many 
others on the left of the dialog box. If one instead chooses the “Use the receiving node 
perspective” mode, the “Node Connectivity Determination” column will be enabled, which 
is shown in Figure 4.4. In this column, there are two options for determining the node 
connectivity: (1) “Determined by power threshold” and (2) “Determined by distance.” In 
the first option, the GUI determines node connectivity by comparing the receive power value 
at the chosen node and a pre-defined receive power threshold value. The second option is 
designed for simplified routing modules that determine node connectivity by simply 
comparing nodes’ distances and a pre-defined distance value. 

On the top-right corner of the dialog box is the channel model selection column. Two 
classes of channel models are supported: (1) Theoretical Channel Model, and (2) Empirical 
Channel Model. The “Theoretical Channel Model“ class collects the channel models that are 
developed using theoretical formulas. In this class, one should first select the path-loss model 
that is intended to be used in the simulation and then optionally select a collaborative fading 
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model to more realistically simulate the fading effect. The “Empirical Channel Model” 
class collects various channel models that are developed based on real-life measurement 
results. So far, NCTUns supports 23 empirical channel models, among which the 
“COST_231_Hata” channel model is usually used for simulating WiMAX channel. It is also 
the channel model used in the following 802.16j network simulations. 

The “Antenna Gain Pattern and Directivity” button is used to specify the gain pattern 
of the chosen node’s antenna and its directivity setting. Because we do not use this 
functionality in our simulations, we do not present this tool here. Detailed descriptions about 
these physical-layer tools are available in the NCTUns GUI user manual [7].  

In an 802.16j transparent mode network simulation, correctly setting power for each node 
is very important. The TMR-BS and T-RS should have a large enough transmit power so that 
they can cover many T-MSs. The T-MS should have a transmit power that enables it to 
communicate with both the TMR-BS and T-RS.  

 

Figure 4.3. The dialog box for specifying physical-layer parameter values 
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Figure 4.4. The parameter settings in the “receiving node perspective” mode 

Channel Setting 

In the NCTUns design, the default channel ID chosen for the TMR-BS is the same as its 
Node ID. For example, because the TMR-BS in Figure 4.2 is Node 2, its channel ID is set to 
2. To ensure that T-RSs and T-MSs can communicate with the TMR-BS on the same channel, 
one should set the channel ID of T-RSs and T-MSs to the channel ID of their TMR-BS. This 
can be performed by the following steps: 

 
(1) Double-clicking a T-RS or a T-MS node in the GUI and then left-clicking the “Node 

Editor” button in the popped-up dialog box. The “Node Editor” window for this 
node will appear and it is shown in Figure 4.5. 

(2) Inside the “Node Editor” window, double-clicking the PHY module box. The name 
of the PHY module box is OFDMA_PMPXX_MR_WIMAX, where XX may be 
“BS,” “RS,” or “MS,” depending on the node type. A dialog box for this PHY 
module will pop up and inside this dialog box one can specify or modify the channel 
ID or other parameter values. 
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Figure 4.5. The node editor and the PHY module dialog box 

QoS Setting 

The IEEE 802.16j standard defines five scheduling services: (1) Unsolicited Grant 
Service (UGS), (2) Real-time Polling Service (rtPS), (3) Non-real-time Polling Service 
(nrtPS), (4) Best Effort (BE), and (5) Extended real-time Polling Service (ertPS), 
respectively.. At present, NCTUns only supports UGS scheduling, which provides a fixed 
uplink bandwidth for a T-MS. Here we illustrate how to set the QoS provisions for T-MSs. 

Figure 4.6 shows how to set the QoS provisions for T-MSs. In the popped-up dialog box, 
one can click the “Add” button to set the maximum uplink sustained rate (in Kbps) for every 
T-MS.  
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Figure 4.6 Setting the QoS provision for T-MSs 

Mobility Setting 

IEEE 802.16j standard supports MS mobility. The standard defines three kinds of 
handover mechanism: hard handover, macro diversity handover (MDHO), and fast BS 
switching (FBSS). Since the hard handover mechanism is mandatory and the macro diversity 
handover mechanism and the fast BS switching mechanism are optional in the IEEE 802.16j 
standard, at present NCTUns only supports the hard handover mechanism for IEEE 802.16j 
networks, which is described bellow. 

Hard handover 
The hard handover mechanism uses the principle of break-before-make. That is, the MS 

will break the connection with the original BS before making a new connection with another 
BS. Although it may lower the handover quality, the MS need not maintain a list of BSs and 
waste radio resources to maintain the list. Figure 4.7 shows the hard handover mechanism. 
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Figure 4.7. The hard handover mechanism. When the MS moves from BS1 to BS2, it has to disconnect 
the original connection with BS1 before it can make a new connection with BS2. 

In the following, we present two example cases to illustrate the capability of NCTUns in 
dealing with handovers in an IEEE 802.16j network. The first example demonstrates that a T-
MS performs a handover between a T-RS and a TMR-BS. The second example demonstrates 
that a T-MS performs a handover between two TMR-BSs, which needs to use the mobile IP 
protocol. 

Example 1. Handover from a T-RS to the TMR-BS 
 
Figure 4.8 shows the topology used to conduct the simulation. In this simulation, we want 

the T-MS1 to handover from the T-RS to TMR-BS. To make this scenario happen, we 
purposely let T-MS1 move from its initial location towards the TMR-BS during simulation at 

a speed of 10 m/sec. In the GUI, one can use the moving path tool icon ( ) to specify the 
moving path of T-MS1. Table 4.1 shows the parameter values used in this case. 

Table 4.1. The parameter settings for example 1 

Distance TMR-BS – T-RS 270 m 
TMR-BS – T-MS1 430 m 
TMR-BS – T-MS2 200 m 
T-RS – TMS1 180 m 

Antenna height TMR-BS 30 m 
T-RS 20 m 
T-MS1/T-MS2 1.5 m 

Transmitting power TMR-BS 43 dbm 
T-RS 43 dbm 
T-MS1/T-MS2 35 dbm 

Channel model Cost_231_Hata 
T-MS1 moving speed 10 m/sec 
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Figure 4.8. An example where T-MS1 handovers from the T-RS to TMR-BS. 

Without using a T-RS, the TMR-BS and a T-MS need to exchange their packets directly. 
This may result in a low throughput between them when the transmission path between them 
is non-line-of sight (NLOS). The reason is that in such a condition the signal received by the 
T-MS and TMR-BS is very weak and this forces them to use a more robust but lower-
efficiency modulation/coding scheme to transmit data. Deploying a T-RS between the TMR-
BS and the T-MS can solve this NLOS problem because now there is a LOS path between the 
TMR-BS and the T-RS and a LOS path between the T-RS and the T-MS. The result is that on 
both paths a less robust but higher-efficiency modulation/coding scheme can be used to 
transmit data. Therefore, the end-to-end throughput achieved on the TMR-BS -> T-RS -> T-
MS path can be higher than that achieved on the TMR-BS -> T-MS direct path. For a T-MS, 
depending on the quality of the path between it and the TMR-BS, it is not always better to use 
a T-RS to relay its packets. Whether to use a T-RS is determined by the path selection 
algorithm, which is presented below. 

MS path selection algorithm 
To decide the access station for a T-MS, NCTUns implements a path selection algorithm 

proposed in [8]. The TMR-BS decides the T-MS’s access station according to the weight of 
the link between the T-MS and T-RS and the weight of the link between the T-RS and TMR-
BS. The weight of a link corresponds to the used modulation and coding rate used on that 
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link. The TMR-BS will choose to use the T-RS as the T-MS’s access station if the following 
condition is met: 

 
 Ws : the corresponding weight of T-MS to TMR-BS’s uplink 
 Wr + Wp < Ws Wr : the corresponding weight of T-MS to T-RS’s uplink 
 Wp : the corresponding weight of T-RS to TMR-BS’s uplink 
 
The relationship between the weights and the modulation and coding schemes (MCS) is 

shown in Table 4.2 
When the TMR-BS/T-RS receives a signal from a T-MS, it should compare the signal’s 

SNR to those listed in Table 4.2 and choose the row whose SNR is less than the received 
SNR and differ in the least amount. For example, if the received SNR from a T-MS to the 
TMR-BS is 19 then the TMR-BS will choose the 64-QAM 2/3 as the modulation and coding 
scheme used for this T-MS and the corresponding weight is 1/4. 

Using this algorithm, we can determine whether in this example case the T-MS1 would 
use the T-RS as its relay station at the beginning of the simulation. Table 4.3 shows the 
weights of the links among T-MS1, T-RS, and TMR-BS. 

From this table one sees that: 

 0.47 = 1/4 + 2/9 = Wr + Wp < Ws = 1 

Hence, the TMR-BS chooses to use the T-RS as the T-MS1’s access station at the 
beginning of the simulation. 

During simulation, when the T-MS1 moves towards the TMR-BS, it handovers from the 
T-RS to the TMR-BS at the 18th second. This phenomenon can be explained by the internal 
weight changing updates shown in Figure 4.9. In the first 18 seconds, because Wr + Wp is 
less than Ws, the T-MS1’s access station is T-RS. After the 18th second, because Ws is less 
than Wr + Wp, the T-MS1 decides to handover from the T-RS to TMR-BS. 

Table 4.2 The relationship between MCSs and weights 

Modulation Coding rate Received SNR Bits per symbol Weight (Symbols per bit) 
QPSK 1/2 5 1 1 
QPSK 3/4 8 3/2 2/3 
16-QAM 1/2 10.5 2 1/2 
16-QAM 3/4 14 3 1/3 
64-QAM 1/2 16 3 1/3 
64-QAM 2/3 18 4 1/4 
64-QAM 3/4 20 9/2 2/9 

Table 4.3. The weights of the links among T-MS, T-RS, and TMR-BS 

Link  Received SNR Weight 
T-MS1  T-RS Wr 19.28  1/4 
T-RS  TMR-BS Wp 29.61  2/9 
T-MS1  TMR-BS Ws 3.23  1 
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Figure 4.9. Weight changing of T-MS1 when it moves towards the TMR-BS. 

As presented above, it is not always better to use a T-RS to relay the packets sent 
between the TMR-BS and a T-MS. This is because if a T-RS is used, the downlink sub-frame 
of the IEEE 802.16j transparent mode needs to be divided into two parts of equal size, which 
makes the total downlink bandwidth become only one half of the original total downlink 
bandwidth. Path selection is an important research issue in IEEE 802.16j transparent mode 
networks. 

Example 2. Handovers between Two TMR-BSs 
In this example, we show that a T-MS handovers from one TMB-BS to another TMR-BS. 

In Figure 4.10, there are two TMR-BSs: TMR-BS1 and TMR-BS2. Each of them forms a 
different IP subnet. The Subnet1 is composed of TMR-BS1, T-RS1 and T-MS, and the 
Subnet2 is composed of TMR-BS2 and T-RS2. The T-RS1 is attached to the TMR-BS1 while 
the T-RS2 is attached to the TMR-BS2. The T-MS is attached to the T-RS1 at the beginning 
of the simulation and it moves towards the T-RS2 during simulation. When it moves out of 
the transmission range of the T-RS1, the first handover occurs, which causes the T-MS to 
handover from the T-RS1 to the TMR-BS1. When the T-MS continues to move towards the 
T-RS2, the second handover occurs and at this time the T-MS handovers from the TMR-BS1 
to the TMR-BS2. When it continues to move towards the T-RS2, the third handover occurs 
and at this time the T-MS handovers from the TMR-BS2 to the T-RS2. The occurrences of 
these handovers are shown in Figure 4.11. 

Note that the IP subnet of TMR-BS1 is different than the IP subnet of TMR-BS2. 
Therefore, if the Mobile IP protocol is not used, after the T-MS handovers from the TMR-
BS1 to TMR-BS2, the T-MS cannot join the IP subnet of the TMR-BS2. To solve this 
problem, NCTUns provides the Mobile IP protocol to support roaming between different 
TMR-BSs. Two kinds of nodes should enable their mobile IP functions: the TMR-BS and T-
MS. As for the T-RS, it does not need to involve in the Mobile IP protocol. To enable the 
mobile IP function, one first double-clicks the T-MS or TMR-BS and then clicks the “Mobile 
IP” tab in the dialog box. Next, one should choose the “Enable Mobile IP” option to configure 
the Mobile IP setting of the TMR-BS and T-MS. The required steps are described below.  
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Figure 4.10. The T-MS handovers between two T-RSs 

 

Figure 4.11. The T-MS handovers from T-RS1 to TMR-BS1 and then to TMR-BS2 

Figure 4-12 shows that the dialog boxes of the T-MS and TMR-BS are different. For the 
TMR-BS, one needs to fill out four columns: (1) Administered Mobile Node’s IP Address, 
(2) Wireless Interface IP Address, (3) port, and (4) Care-of-address. The Administered 
Mobile Node’s IP Address should be set to the T-MS’s IP address that is dominated by this 
TMR-BS. In this case, because the T-MS is dominated by TMR-BS1, the column should be 
filled with the T-MS’s IP address. Note that a TMR-BS has two IP addresses: the one on the 
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connected wired network and the other one on the wireless network. We should fill the 
“Wireless Interface IP Address” column with the TMR-BS’s wireless interface IP address. 
The “port” can be any port number. Finally, the “Care-of-address” should be filled with the 
TMR-BS’s IP address on its connected wired network. In contrast, the T-MS’s Mobile IP 
setting is easier. One only needs to fill in the “Home Agent IP Address” and “My own IP 
Address.” In this case, the Home Agent IP Address should be set to the TMR-BS1’s IP 
address on its wireless network. 

 

Figure 4.12 The Mobile IP setting dialog boxes of the T-MS and TMR-BS 
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5. SIMULATION RESULT ANALYSES AND VERIFICATIONS 

In this section, we validate the simulation results generated by NCTUns in the aspects of 
achieved throughput and latency. Table 5.1 shows the basic OFDMA parameters used in the 
simulation studies. 

5.1. Validation of Achieved throughput of Greedy UDP Flows  

Here we verify the achieved throughput in the NCTUns simulation of an IEEE 802.16j 
transparent mode network. We set up a greedy UDP traffic flow with 1400-byte packets on 
the downlink to compare the achieved application-layer throughput with the theoretic 
throughput. In order to measure the maximum achieved throughput, we disabled the bit errors 
of the channel model to avoid packet losses. We divided the validations into two cases. The 
first case is when a T-MS communicates directly with the TMR-BS while the second case is 
when a T-MS communicates with the TMR-BS through a T-RS. 

 
Table 5.1. The basic OFDMA parameter values used in the simulations 
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Figure 5.1.1. The simulation topology for a T-MS to communicate directly with the TMR-BS 

Table 5.1.1. Greedy UDP throughputs under different modulation 
and coding schemes (without T-RS) 

FEC Modulation/ 
Code rate 

Slot size 
(bytes) 

Scheduled 
slots 

Theoretical 
throughput 

Simulated 
throughput 

Header 
overhead 

0 QPSK 1/2 6 623 5.840625 5.6771 2.80% 
1 QPSK 3/4 9 620 8.71875 8.486 2.67% 

2 16QAM 1/2 12 620 11.625 11.3313 2.53% 
3 16QAM 3/4 18 620 17.4375 16.9472 2.81% 
4 64QAM 1/2 18 620 17.4375 16.952 2.78% 

5 64QAM 2/3 24 620 23.25 22.5985 2.80% 
6 64QAM 3/4 27 620 26.15625 25.4421 2.73% 

 
Figure 5.1.1 depicts the topology used for the first case, which is composed of one Host 

on the left, one TMR-BS in the middle, and one T-MS on the right. The transmission path of 
the greedy UDP flow is from the Host, through the TMR-BS, and to the T-MS. We tested 
different modulations and coding schemes and the simulation validation results are shown in 
Table 5.1.1. 

The theoretical throughput can be calculated as follows: 

    

For example, the QPSK 1/2 throughput can be calculated as:  

   747.6 5.840625   
From this table, one sees that there is about 2.5% difference between the simulated 

throughput and the theoretical throughput. One reason for this difference is that when the 
TMR-BS is scheduling slots, it reserves some symbol allocations for broadcast messages and 
T-MS management messages. Since some symbols are used for these purposes and thus 
cannot be used by the upper layers such as the UDP or the application layer, the achieved 
UDP simulation throughput cannot reach 100% of the theoretical throughput. Another reason 
for the difference is the overhead of the IP and UDP headers, which reduce the available 
channel theoretic throughput for carrying the data payload of the UDP flow. The following 
formulas show that due to the overhead of these headers, the maximum channel bandwidth 
available for the application layer is only about 97.3% of the theoretic channel bandwidth. 
This explains why there is a 2.7% difference between the simulated UDP throughput and the 
theoretic throughput. With the two factors considered, the validation results presented in this 
table show that NCTUns generates precise IEEE 802.16j simulation results.   
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Figure 5.1.2. The topology for a T-MS to communicate with the TMR-BS through a T-RS 

Table 5.1.2. Greedy UDP throughputs under different modulation 
and coding schemes (with T-RS) 

FEC Modulation/ 
Code rate 

Slot 
size 

(bytes) 

Scheduled 
slots 

Theoretical 
throughput 

Simulated 
throughput 

Header 
overhead 

0 QPSK 1/2 6 267 2.503125 2.435 2.72% 

1 QPSK 3/4 9 268 3.76875 3.665 2.75% 
2 16QAM 1/2 12 268 5.025 4.887 2.75% 
3 16QAM 3/4 18 269 7.565625 7.358 2.74% 

4 64QAM 1/2 18 269 7.565625 9.812 2.74% 
5 64QAM 2/3 24 269 10.0875 9.812 2.73% 

6 64QAM 3/4 27 269 11.3484375 11.043 2.69% 

  

 0.973 0.974 

Figure 5.1.2 shows the topology for the second case. In this case, the transmission path is 
from Host to the TMR-BS, then from the TMR-BS to the T-RS, and finally from the T-RS to 
the T-MS. Table 5.1.2 shows the validation results under different modulation and coding 
schemes. 

In this case, the achieved UDP throughput is only one half of that in the first case. This is 
because when a T-RS is used, the DL-access zone and DL-relay zone need to share the total 
downlink bandwidth. As a result, the maximum throughput that a T-MS can achieve is only 
one half of the downlink bandwidth when no T-RS is used to relay its packets. There is a 
2.7% difference between the simulated throughput and the theoretic throughput when a T-RS 
is used. The reasons for these differences are the same as those for the first case when no T-
RS is used. 

5.2. Validation of Adaptive Modulation and Coding Scheme and Channel Coding 
Functionality 

In this section, we enable channel coding and validate the adaptive modulation and 
coding scheme that is implemented in NCTUns for IEEE 802.16j networks. Figure 5.3 shows 
the topology used for this validation study. The initial distance between the TMR-BS and the 
T-MS is set to 35 meters and during simulation the T-MS will move away from the TMR-BS 
at a speed of 15 meters per second. Table 5.2 shows the physical-layer parameter values used 
for this validation study. 
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35 m

At the speed of 15 meters per second

 

Figure 5.2. The topology for validating channel coding and the adaptive modulation and coding 
scheme. 

Table 5.2. The parameter values used for adaptive modulation 
and coding scheme validations 

Channel model Empirical model (COST_231_Hata) 
Transmit Power TMR-BS : 43 dbm T-MS : 35 dbm 
Antenna Height TMR-BS : 30 m T-MS : 1.5 m 

 
Figure 5.3 shows the achieved downlink throughput over different distances between the 

TMR-BS and T-MS for each modulation and coding scheme. As expected, one sees that for 
each modulation and coding scheme the achieved throughput decreases when the distance 
between the TMR-BS and T-MS increases. One sees that using a more robust but low-
efficiency modulation and coding scheme (e.g., QPSK 1/2) yields a lower throughput than 
using a less robust but high-efficiency modulation and coding scheme (e.g., 64QAM 3/4) 
when the distance is small. However, when the distance is large, a low-efficiency modulation 
and coding scheme (e.g., QPSK 1/2) yields a higher throughput than using a less robust but 
high-efficiency modulation and coding scheme (e.g., 64QAM 3/4) because it can tolerate 
more bit errors. These results validate that NCTUns correctly implements these modulation 
and coding schemes.  

 

Figure 5.3. The downlink throughput over different separation distances between the TMR-BS and T-
MS under different modulation and coding schemes 
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Figure 5.4. The downlink throughput when the adaptive modulation and coding scheme is used 

Figure 5.4 shows the achieved downlink throughput when the adaptive modulation and 
coding scheme (AMC) is used. The AMC can dynamically use the best modulation and 
coding scheme based on the quality of the received signal. The goal is to achieve the best 
downlink throughput at any time. From Figure 5.4, one sees that when the distance between 
the TMR-BS and T-RS is smaller than 215 meters, the adaptive modulation and coding 
scheme uses the QPSK 1/2 scheme for transmissions. When the T-MS keeps moving, 
according to Figure 5.3, it should change the modulation and coding scheme to 64QAM 2/3. 
However, it instead uses the 64QAM 1/2 for transmissions as shown in Figure 5.4. The 
reason for this phenomenon is that the T-MS moves so fast that it misses the time to change 
its modulation and coding scheme to 64QAM 2/3. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we present the NCTUns network simulator and emulator, which uses real-
life applications and real-life TCP/IP protocol in the Linux kernel to conduct simulations. 
Such features are very unique and enable researches to study the effects of IEEE 802.16j relay 
functions on the achieved throughput of a real-life application that uses the real-life TCP/IP 
protocol stack in the Linux kernel to transmit and receive data.  

We introduce the concepts of the IEEE 802.16j transparent and non-transparent mode 
standard. We illustrated how to use NCTUns to conduct an IEEE 802.16j transparent mode 
network simulation step by step. We show that NCTUns correctly implements the adaptive 
modulation and coding scheme so that an MS can dynamically use the best modulation and 
coding scheme to receive the best throughput at any time.  
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Currently, there are no IEEE 80.16j products in the market for researchers to experiment 
with. NCTUns is a valuable tool for researchers to study IEEE 802.16j networks. It supports 
both the transparent mode and non-transparent mode defined in the IEEE 802.16j standard 
and is very easy to use via its highly-integrated GUI environment. However, at present it has 
several limitations. For example, currently it does not support RS mobility and it allows for at 
most two hops on the path between the BS and an MS in an IEEE 802.16j network. 
Supporting more than two hops on the path between the BS and an MS (i.e., using more than 
one RS on the path to relay packets) will need to modify the current frame structure, which is 
not defined in the standard. Therefore, how to use more than one RS to relay the packets of an 
MS is an important research topic and remains to be studied.  

NCTUns is a good research platform for researchers to further study these unsolved 
issues. It is open source and therefore a researcher can easily add his/her design into the 
platform to evaluate the performances and effectiveness of the proposed design. More 
information about this tool is available at http://NSL.csie.nctu.edu.tw/nctuns.html. 
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